[Lung cancer molecular testing, what role for Next Generation Sequencing and circulating tumor DNA].
Molecular screening has become a standard of care for patients with advanced cancers and impacts on how to treat a patient. Advances in genomic technologies with the development of high throughput sequencing methods will certainly improve the possibilities to access a more accurate molecular diagnosis and to go beyond the identification of validated targets as a large number of genes can be screened for actionable changes. Moreover, accurate high throughput testing may help tumor classification in terms of prognosis and drug sensitivity. Finally, it will be possible to assess tumor heterogeneity and changes in molecular profiles during follow-up using ultra-deep sequencing technologies and circulating tumor DNA characterization. The accumulation of somatic ADN alterations is considered as the main contributing factor in carcinogenesis. The alterations can occur at different levels: mutation, copy number variations or gene translocations resulting in altered expression of the corresponding genes or impaired protein functions. Genes involved are mainly tumor suppressors, oncogenes or ADN repair genes whose modifications in tumors will impinge cell fate and proliferation from tumor initiation to metastasis. The entire genome of various tumor types, have now been sequenced. In lung cancer, the average number of mutations is very high with more than 8.9 mutations/Mb (Network TCGAR, 2014) that is to say more than 10,000 mutations/genome. These alterations need to be classified, indeed, some are true drivers that directly impact proliferation and some are passenger mutations linked to genetic instability. The development of targeted therapies relies on the identification of oncogenic drivers. The identification of genotype-phenotype associations as in the case of EGFR-TKI (Epidermal growth factor receptor-tyrosine kinase inhibitor) and EGFR mutations in lung cancer led to the restriction of drugs to patients for which tumor genotype predicts efficacy. Tumor-molecular directed therapy based on validated targets (EGFR, ALK) is in the clinics, rapidly, with the developments of multi-targets or multi-drug assays there will be a need for tumor-molecular-profile directed therapy. Today, there are practical challenges to a successful implementation of NGS technologies for clinical applications. Broadly, some are linked to the tumor (heterogeneity), to the tissue (availability, storage, fixative), to the design of specific assays or set of genes, to the interpretation of non-driver mutations and to a possible access to drugs once a target is identified. Technical challenges are solved, NGS (at least targeted-NGS) plateforms have been validated by INCa labeled laboratories, in this context, we will address different questions: How, for whom, what kind of profiling and what can we expect?